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REVIEW. 

Guide to the Collection of )3uildbzg Materials in the Natural History 
Museum of Vienna. [Fiihrer dutch die Baumaterial-Sammlung des k. k. 
Naturhistorisehcn Hofmusoams.] By Felix Karrer; with a Preface by 
the Editor, Dr. Aristides Brezina, Director of the Minera'.ogieal Depart- 
ment. Small S~'o, 302 pages, with 40 illustrations. Vienna, 1892. 

This guide is the first of the special catalogues which it is the intention 
of Dr. Brezina to issue for the various collections in the Mineralogical 
Dcpcrtment of the Natural tIistory 5Inseam in Vienna. 

In the introduction, definitions and brief descriptions of the principal 
rock types are given, and the general plan of arrangement of the speci- 
mens is expIaincd. The arrangement is in the first place a geographical 
one;  each country, and in the case of Austria-Hungary each of the 
pr;ncipal towns, is represented by a special collection : in each of these 
collections the various kinds of building material are distributed into 
groups according to the different uses to which they are applied, e.g. road 
metal, paving stones, building stones, decorative stones, roofing slates, 
artificial stones, etc. : in each of these groups the species are arranged 
according to their petrographical relations, and in each petrographic'd 
division according to their geological age. 

A collection of buihling materials thus arranged, besides being of great 
practical value to the architect and buil,,ter, and affording considerable 
interest to the geologist, should also have its attractions for the general 
public, to whom it gives an opportunity of learning something of the 
n dare amt variety of the rocks and minerals employed in the construction 
of the towns in which they live. A small collection of this kind, to illus- 
trate the several kiu~ts of building matct'ial used in the town in which it 
is situated, would be a useful feature in all loe'd museums. In the Vienna 
collection we notice that England is very poorly represented by a few 
specimeus only of ornamental and artiiieial stones. 

The guide is ilInstrate~l by photo-types of public buildings of many of 
the principal cities of Europe, with descriptions of the different kinds of 
stone used in their construction. 


